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As soon as man has found out that its not
impossible to fly, the simple act of flying
up from the ground to travel through the
clouds has become out of date. The simple
flight through the clouds, among them,
over seas and oceans has soon become
something as common as the way home
from work. In the 1950s and 1960s, the
strong competition between the two major
powers, the United States and the USSR,
turned into a kind of strange war which
was not fought with guns in the hands of
soldiers, but with cameras in the hands of
journalists. The progress achieved by the
two powers in the race to be the first to go
beyond the borders of the Earth atmosphere
turned into real soap operas of the time,
watched by millions of people from all
over the world. All of them wanted to see
who flew the highest, the fastest and the
furthest. And yet, despite the boom which
led to the space exploration industry in the
middle of the XXth century, the desire of
flying and the funds declined so much that
they disappeared from the list of current
concerns of the government agencies and
they embarked in the field of the private
entrepreneurs who, despite their noble
purposes, do not have the necessary funds
to develop this industry. But there is
someone who seems to make tremendous
progress in his race to make space travel a
commonplace thing. His name is Sir
Richard Branson, as you already know, the
holder of a corporate group which includes
360 companies: Virgin. But this story is not
about Branson. Here you will find out how
one of Bransons concerns can give birth to
the first spacecraft of the mankind, worthy
of bearing this name, a space ship which
will be able to carry tourists into space, and
which, why not, can turn into the
foundation stone of new industry. In a few
decades, space tourism is going to become
an activity with the help of which ordinary
people will have the posibility to buy
tickets inorder to move in the outer space
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and back again in the same way they do for
airline flights nowadays. This activity
appears to be impossible, but this is not the
first example of incredible business. Even
if, today more than ever, space tourism
could become reality, we can appreciate
that not only services - in general , but also
tourism - in particular, still have many
things to say about in its classical shape.
Those who will make the difference
between the two forms of tourism, will be
the tourists themselves and the way in
which they will be educated, led and
motivated in choosing tourist destinations
and products, as well as their consumption.
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Travel Tips From a Real Space Tourist: Get Ready to Feel Awful Pages in category Space tourism. The following
50 pages are in this category, out of 50 total. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn more). As SpaceX Unveils
Space Tourist Moon Flight, NASA Reacts Feb 28, 2017 SpaceX CEO Elon Musk unveiled an ambitious plan
yesterday to fly two private space tourists around the moon in 2018. The move drew a Space Tourism: The Latest
News, Features and Photos - /space-tourism-prospects-in-the-near-future/? SpaceX Plans to Send 2 Tourists Around
Moon in 2018 - The New Apr 25, 2011 But, as the space tourism industry expands and more vehicles are able to take
customers into space, these trips could go down in price. Virgin Galactic takes another step toward space tourism
goal Mar 21, 2017 One of the first tourists to travel in outer space can be a bit of a buzzkill. Sure, he loved every
minuteeven if he was physically miserable part News for SPACE TOURISM Feb 27, 2017 If the mission proceeds as
planned, the private space travelers would be the first humans to venture that far into space in more than 40 years. Space
Tourism - Mashable UCF professors debate the pros and cons of space tourism. Space Tourism - American Museum
of Natural History /a-short-history-of-lunar-space-tourism/? Space tourism - Wikipedia Oct 05, 2016. The rocket
could one day ferry space tourists to and from Earth. A space-tourism company wants to offer tourists trips to space for
$75,000. Worlds First Space Tourist Lifts Off - ABC News Mar 4, 2017 SpaceX is sending two tourists to the moon,
but when can the rest of us look forward to space travel? Space tourism - Wikipedia Learn the latest news about space
tourism and space tourist trips into outer space. Space Tourism Videos at ABC News Video Archive at
/what-the-hell-happened-the-rise-and-fall-of-suborbital-space-tourism-companies/? Images for SPACE TOURISM
Dennis Tito, a 61-year-old California millionaire and former NASA engineer, became the worlds first paying space
tourist when the Russian space agency What the hell happened?: The rise and fall of suborbital space Business
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Impact Space Adventures to Develop Suborbital Vehicles The company announced a partnership that returns it to its
suborbital roots and into a Space Tourism Society Welcome May 2, 2017 In an ongoing effort by Virgin Galactic to
get its space tourism business up and running, Richard Bransons company made a big step in the Heres What Space
Tourists Can Expect While On Board Blue Feb 27, 2017 SpaceX CEO Elon Musk announced Monday afternoon
that the space tourists had already placed a significant deposit for the trip. The travelers Opinion: Space Tourism Pegasus Magazine Providing private space flight programs to destinations including the International Space Station and
Boeing Space Taxi Will Have A Seat For Paying Tourists. SpaceX to fly two space tourists around the moon in 2018
- Feb. 27 We are creating a Spaceline for Earth with the goal of democratizing access to space for the benefit of life on
earth. Virgin Galactic, the worlds first commercial spaceline Sep 22, 2015 Until now Space Tourism means very
very rich people paying very large sums of money to ride Russian rockets on relatively short trips to the Space Tourism
101: How to prepare to fly around the moon - Mar. 1 Space tourism is space travel for recreational, leisure or
business purposes. To date only orbital space tourism has taken place provided by the Russian Space Agency, although
work continues developing sub-orbital space tourism vehicles by Blue Origin and Virgin Galactic. Future of Space
Tourism: Whos Offering What - Apr 14, 2017 Billionaire Jeff Bezos recently discussed new details of Blue Origins
New Shepard space tourism program, noting that there will be no space tourism - Wiktionary Mar 11, 2016 Former
NASA astronaut Don Thomas flew four missions on the Space Shuttle during the Nineties. He spent 44 days in space,
orbiting the A short history of lunar space tourism - Apr 25, 2017 Virgin Galactic has seemed to be on the verge of
bringing space tourism to the masses for over a decade now, but the crash of Spaceship 2016 Could Be the Year Space
Tourism Takes Off Observer Browse, search and watch Space Tourism videos and more at . space tourism tagged
stories - MIT Technology Review Mar 1, 2017 Want to take a vacation in space? That journey used to involve intense
training, including building a tipi out of birch trees in a cold Russian Affordable space tourism in 10 years, predicts
NASA astronaut Category:Space tourism - Wikipedia
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